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Dietary restriction (DR) and mutations in nutrient signaling pathways can extend healthy life span in diverse
organisms. Studying the interaction between these interventions should reveal mechanisms of aging, but has
yielded some apparently contradictory results. A multidimensional representation of nutrition, called the
geometric framework, can better describe the responses of life span and other traits, including metabolism,
and can reconcile these apparent contradictions. We provide examples showing that it is more informative to
analyze DR in terms of dietary balance and that dietary optimization for life span is critical for studies exam-
ining the biology of aging and other traits.Introduction
In 1935, it was first reported that limiting the food intake of rats
extended their life span (McCay et al., 1935). There has since
been a substantial body of research on calorie (CR) or dietary
(DR) restriction. DR is a moderate reduction of food intake that
increases healthy life span and is thus distinct from severe
reductions that shorten life span through malnutrition. DR can
extend the life span of already healthy animals, implying that it
does not merely rescue illness caused by overconsumption of
an inappropriate diet. DR increases life span in diverse organ-
isms, from yeast to primates (Weindruch and Walford, 1988;
Jiang et al., 2000; Mair and Dillin, 2008; Colman et al., 2009)
andmay thus act through evolutionarily conservedmechanisms,
meaning that studies of short-lived model organisms may point
to interventions that ameliorate the negative effects of human
aging.
Recently, this traditional view of DR has been challenged.
First, studies in insects and rodents have shown that altering
the balance of dietary components an organism ingests, without
reducing its overall food intake, can increase life span (Grandi-
son et al., 2009a; Lee et al., 2008; Skorupa et al., 2008; Oren-
treich et al., 1993; Richie et al., 1994; Zimmerman et al., 2003;
Miller et al., 2005; Maklakov et al., 2008; Fanson et al., 2009;
Simpson and Raubenheimer, 2009), implying that specific
nutrients, or their ratios, may be important in determining
longevity. Second, the genotype of the organism can affect the
response to DR, in some cases apparently with complete elimi-
nation of life span extension (Greer and Brunet, 2009; Grandison
et al., 2009a; Bartke et al., 2001; Bonkowski et al., 2006; Liao
et al., 2010).
These new findings clearly challenge the simple idea that
moderately reduced intake of a fixed type of food predictably
extends life span. However, the new observations could have
a general explanation, if examined and modeled in a quantitative
framework that captures these complexities. The Geometric
Framework (GF) for nutrition (Simpson and Raubenheimer,
2009) enables different nutritional implementations of DR and154 Cell Metabolism 14, August 3, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.the responses of different genotypes to them to be described
and compared.
Capturing Nutritional Complexity
The GF (Simpson and Raubenheimer, 1993; Raubenheimer and
Simpson, 1993; Simpson and Raubenheimer, 2007) considers
nutrition as an n-dimensional space in which the n components
of any diet are represented by separate axes. Responses of
individuals are superimposed on this n-dimensional nutritional
space, by plotting response surfaces. These responses could
include changes in any quantifiable phenotypic trait, such as
life span, metabolic parameters, egg laying or gene expression.
Figure 1 shows several GF plots for how nutrient balance affects
life span and reproductive output for different insects. These
pairs of plots allow us to compare the different traits, and
demonstrate that the nutrient intake balance that is best for
female life span is not the same as that for egg laying. Diets
can be represented on the GF plot as lines (‘‘rails’’) radiating
from the origin, such as the red lines in Figure 1 or the blue diag-
onal line in Figure 2A. The distance along the rail from the origin
reflects the amount of the particular diet eaten, and the distance
along the respective axes, the amount of each nutrient that has
been eaten. Because all possible levels of intake of any combina-
tion of nutrients can be represented in this intake space, the
approach makes it possible to combine data on dietary intake
from different experiments to describe how a given phenotypic
response variable is affected (e.g., see Lee et al., 2008).
Using the GF to Represent Different Implementations
of DR
Often more than one implementation of DR can yield an increase
in life span (Weindruch and Walford, 1988; Piper and Bartke,
2008; Greer and Brunet, 2009). Traditional DR experiments
usually either restrict access to a diet of constant composition
or provide diets whose composition varies, with or without main-
tenance of a constant intake of calories.
The most common implementation of DR is to restrict the
intake of a diet of fixed composition, either by providing limited
Figure 1. The Effects of Protein and Carbohydrate
Intake on Response Surfaces for Life Span and
Reproductive Output of Three Insect Species
Phenotypic response surfaces for longevity and repro-
ductive output (eggs laid or, in the case of male crickets,
time spent singing to attract mates) are plotted for three
insect species: the fruitfly Drosophila melanogaster; the
Queensland fruitfly, Bactrocera tryoni; and the field cricket
Teleogryllus commodus. Insects were given ad libitum
access to 1 of 28 (Drosophila and Bactrocera) or 24
(Teleogryllus) diets varying the protein to carbohydrate
(P:C) ratio. Surface values increase from dark blue to dark
red. Unbroken red lines show the dietary P:C that maxi-
mized the response variable; dotted lines indicate isoca-
loric intakes. Data is replotted from Lee et al., 2008
(Drosophila), Maklakov et al., 2008 (field crickets), and
Fanson et al., 2009 (Queensland fruit fly). Figure is from
Simpson and Raubenheimer, 2012.
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Perspectivefood (McCay et al., 1935; Yu et al., 1982; Weindruch and Wal-
ford, 1982; Weindruch and Walford, 1988) or diluting a diet
with water or another bulking agent (Iwasaki et al., 1988;
Chapman and Partridge, 1996), to an extent that any compensa-
tory feeding fails to maintain nutrient intake. This type of DR isCell Metabrepresented by the line radiating from the origin
in Figure 2A, and the animals in the DR group are
maintained at a point closer to the origin than
are the ad libitum-fed controls.
DR can also be implemented by varying die-
tary composition. For instance, the protein
component of the diet can be varied at a fixed
level of carbohydrate, by replacing protein with
water or another bulking agent, thereby also
modifying the carbohydrate:protein ratio of the
diets (Bass et al., 2007; Grandison et al.,
2009b; Chippindale et al., 1993; Tatar, 2007). If
animals consumed the same volume of these
diets, then the carbohydrate intake between
treatments would be constant but the protein
intake would vary, represented by a horizontal
line in Figure 2A (two such lines are shown—
red, at a relatively high level of carbohydrate
intake, and ochre, at a relatively low level).
Animals maintained on diets with different
nutrient balances could also eat different
volumes of food, in which case the line joining
points of intake will not be horizontal. Whatever
the lines may be, the GF enables different DR
interventions to be described and compared in
a single model.
Traditionally, the responses of life span and
other traits to DR have been analyzed repre-
senting nutrition as a single variable, which is
graphically depicted on an x axis. The colored
lines transecting the GF plot in Figure 2A would
thus become the single x axis for each DR inter-
vention: the blue line represents restricted
access to a diet containing a fixed ratio of
nutrients (Figure 2B), and the horizontal lines
reflect fixed ingestion of diets varying in protein
concentration at either a high (red line; Fig-ure 2C) or low (ochre; Figure 2D) level of carbohydrate intake.
The life span values in Figures 2B–2D are read from the heatmap
values in Figure 2A that fall on these lines. The life span of
wild-type animals exhibits a ‘‘tent’’-shaped DR response to
varying intake of a diet of a fixed ratio of carbohydrate to proteinolism 14, August 3, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 155
Figure 2. Effect of Nutritional Balance on Life Span
(A–H) Response surfaces for median life spans of wild-type (A) and mutant (E) flies are mapped onto intake estimates for carbohydrate and protein. Diets can be
represented on the surface as lines (‘‘rails’’) and consumption is represented by distance from the origin. Thus, as an animal consumes a diet, its position in
nutrient spacemoves along a dietary rail away from the origin. Fitted life span response surface for wild-type Drosophila (A). Data is from 22 diets in five published
studies (adapted from Lee et al., 2008). The surface for the mutant (E) was created by transforming the data in (A), such that the life span peak is right-shifted to
higher protein concentrations. The transformation applied was as follows: LM = LW  3(LW3R/100), where LM = median life span of mutant; LW = median life
span of wild-type (Figure 1A); and R = ratio of carbohydrate to protein in the diet.
The surface was then normalized to the same range of life spans as in wild-type flies, and food intake was left unchanged. The effect is that, for a given level of
carbohydrate intake, there is a life span-shortening cost for high dietary carbohydrate:protein ratios. This could be, for example, due to increased deposition of
body fat. In addition to this cost, the mutants also gain a life span advantage with lower dietary carbohydrate:protein ratios. Together, these cause the life span
peak to be right-shifted along the protein axis. Variation in the propensity to lay down body fat on high carbohydrate:protein diets is known to occur in insects




Perspective(Figure 2B). Reduction in intake of protein at fixed levels of carbo-
hydrate intake (Figures 2C and 2D) also results in increased life
span. Thus, all these dietary interventions can yield life span
responses that meet the generally accepted criteria for DR.
However, other transects of the surface in Figure 2A give
outcomes that are not consistent with DR. For example, a vertical
section, in which protein intake is fixedwhile carbohydrate intake
is varied, produces a monotonic increase in life span with
increasing carbohydrate intake. In addition, it can be concluded
from Figure 2A and Figure 1 that calorie intake per se does not
predict life span. Since protein and carbohydrate yield similar
amounts of energy per gram ingested, isocaloric intakes fall
along diagonal lines with slope 1 (dashed lines in Figure 1).
Rather than life span being similar for a given calorie intake, inde-
pendent of the protein to carbohydrate ratio, isocaloric intake
lines yield substantial changes in life span: it is not calories that
matter, but rather the ratio of protein to carbohydrate ingested.
It can therefore be concluded that experimentation and repre-
sentation of alterations in diet using a single nutritional axis in the
nutritional space represented in Figure 2A can yield a variety of
conclusions about the efficacy of DR in extending life span.
The reason is that the response to alterations in intake of one
nutrient depends upon the level of intake of the other, a situation
that cannot be visualized using a single nutritional axis.
Comparing the Response of Life Span to Nutrient
Balance in Different Genotypes
Usually the effect of genotype on the response of life span to DR
has been assessed using single nutritional axes of the type illus-
trated in Figures 2B–2D. For instance, using this approach,
single gene mutations in the insulin/insulinlike growth factor,
target of rapamycin, and growth hormone pathways have been
shown to alter the response of life span to DR in worms, flies,
and mice (Clancy et al., 2002; Johnson et al., 1990; Panowski
et al., 2007; Bishop and Guarente, 2007; Gro¨nke et al., 2010;
Bartke et al., 2001; Bonkowski et al., 2006; Grandison et al.,
2009a). Although these studies have pointed to mechanisms
mediating phenotypic responses to diet, the use of a single nutri-
tional axis can yield a less than full description. The GF can
capture the phenotypic responses of different genotypes in full
nutritional space. To illustrate this, the data in Figure 2A can be
transformed by introducing a hypothetical mutant genotype.
Maximum attainable life span is no different for mutant and
control animals, but the relationship of life span to nutrient intake
is altered. For a given carbohydrate intake, the mutant animal
suffers life span-shortening obesity as protein intake declines
from the optimum for the wild-type and gains a life span-extend-
ing metabolic advantage as protein intake increases from the
wild-type optimum (Figure 2E). (Details of the data transforma-(see Warbrick-Smith et al., 2006). Drosophila genotypes too vary in body fat; fatne
(e.g., Ballard et al., 2008, and references therein) and when energy is limited on
Standard representation of median life span responses of flies to three different d
GF plots. Each of the three differently colored straight lines transecting the GF plo
one of three different DR interventions. Each of these nutrient intake lines is used a
treatment are the heat map values that lie along each of the colored lines. Plott
intervention on the GF plot.
By restricting access to protein and/or carbohydrate, life span shows at least part
increases to peak at intermediate concentrations, whereupon it decreases again
For the same nutrient intakes as wild-types in (D), the mutation modifies the lifetion used to derive the hypothetical mutant’s response surface
are provided in the caption to Figure 2). The life span response
surface of the mutant is therefore right-shifted along the protein
axis (Figure 2E), for reasons that are unrelated to the process of
aging.
The modified responses of a mutant to DR interventions
(Figures 2B–2D) can be visualized using the dashed colored lines
transecting the GF plot (Figure 2E) as single x-axes (Figures 2F–
2H). In contrast to the life span responses for the wild-type, we
now see a typical tent-shaped curve both when varying intake
of a diet of fixed carbohydrate:protein ratio (Figure 2F) as well
as when protein intake alone is varied at a high level of carbohy-
drate intake (Figure 2G). In contrast, varying protein intake at a
fixed, low carbohydrate intake yields no life span response for
the mutant (Figure 2H), unlike the wild-type (Figure 2D).
Interpreting Interactions between Diet
and Longevity Mutations
To understand the molecular mechanisms of DR, it has been
common practice to use single nutritional axes to determine
how candidate mutations modify the shape of the responses to
DR (illustrated in Figures 3A–3C, redrawn from Mair and Dillin,
2008), assigning the mutation to one of three categories.
First, the mutation can extend life through mechanisms
apparently independent of those mediating the response to DR
(Independent; Figure 3A). At the intake point where wild-type
life span peaks, the mechanisms of DR are assumed to be fully
activated. The greater life span increase in the mutant must
therefore employ additional pathway(s). Moreover, the slope of
life span decline with increasing food intake is similar, suggesting
that the mechanisms for the DR response are unaffected. An
example is the response of age1mutant worms to bacterial dilu-
tion (Johnson et al., 1990).
Second, the mutation could alter mechanisms mediating the
responses to DR, causing the mutant to appear already partially
diet-restricted (DR Mimetic; Figure 3B). The life span response
curve of mutant animals is right-shifted on the x axis compared
with wild-types. Thus, the mutants are shorter-lived at lower
food intakes and are longer lived at higher food intakes, with
similar peak life spans. DR and the mutation could therefore
extend life span by the same mechanisms, and once they are
maximized by DR, the mutant cannot further increase life span.
An example of this response profile has been observed for the
chico1 mutation in Drosophila (Clancy et al., 2002).
Third, the mutation could extend life by the same mechanisms
as DR and hence completely block the response of life span
(Master Regulator; Figure 3C). In this example, the mutant
achieves the same longevity at all food intakes as the wild-type
at its peak and could therefore activate the same life span
extension mechanisms as those for DR. An example has beenss confers advantages in some environments through resistance to starvation
low carbohydrate:protein diets.
ietary restriction (DR) protocols. These plots are generated from the data in the
ts (A and E) represents a range of nutrient intake levels for animals treated with
s a different x axis for a traditional DR plot. The life span responses to each DR
ed life span values are color matched to the nutrient intake lines for each DR
of a typical ‘‘tent’’-shaped response to DR: as nutrient(s) are restricted, life span
with further restriction due to malnutrition (B–D and F–G).
span response such that no variation is detected (H).
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Figure 3. Mechanistic Interpretations of How a
Gene Mutation May Interact with Traditional
DR Interventions
(A) (A) through (C) are redrawn from Mair and Dillin, 2008.
Independent: a mutant that is longer lived than the wild-
type for all levels of nutrient intake, including at the life
span peak, is thought to extend life by a mechanism
independent of DR. This is because the processes
required to extend life by DR are assumed to be maxi-
mized in wild-types at the point of the life span peak,
meaning any further extension caused by the mutation
must be due to additional, unrelated processes.
(B) DR Mimetic: a mutation that mimics DR is expected to
right-shift all life span values to higher levels of food intake.
Thus, the organism is more sensitive to malnutrition at low
food concentrations and less sensitive to the life span-
shortening effects of high food concentrations. Importantly,
because themutation interactswith thepathwaysemployed
by DR, combining both interventions does not extend life
span beyond the peak level achievable with DR alone.
(C) Master Regulator: this mutation does not extend life
beyond the maximum achievable by DR. However,
mutating this gene completely blocks any life span
response to DR, fixing life span either at a constitutively
high (depicted) or low level.
(D–F) Comparison of wild-type and mutant flies when subjected to each of the three DR interventions illustrated in Figure 2. According to the definitions above,
these modifications can be interpreted as the mutation being independent of (Figure 2F), a mimetic of (Figure 2G), or a master regular of (Figure 2H) the
mechanisms for life span extension by DR (see similarities to A–C). An alternative explanation, gained from the GF perspective (Figures 2A and 2E), is that the
mutation alters the ability of flies to cope with changes in nutrient balance. Because the maximum attainable life span across all nutrient combinations is
unchanged between the genotypes, aging may not be altered.
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secretory cells) ablated (Broughton et al., 2010). The important
feature of a master regulator is that it blocks the response to
DR and could thus also shorten life span to a constant level for
all food intakes. Examples of such master regulators are pha-4
and skn-1 in worms (Panowski et al., 2007; Bishop andGuarente,
2007).
Apparently undermining this analysis, depending upon exactly
how DR is applied, the mutant in Figure 2E could be interpreted
as belonging to all three categories. However the GF can resolve
these three interpretations into a single consistent interpretation,
as explained below.
Independent of DR by Restricting Dietary Access?
The heatmap values along the blue diagonal line in Figures 2A
and 2E represent the responses of life span of wild-type and
mutant to varying intake of a diet of fixed composition. These
life span values can be replotted and compared on a common
x axis representing carbohydrate and protein intake (Figure 3D).
This traditional DR plot shows that the mutant flies are longer-
lived than wild-types on all nonstarvation foods, even where
life span peaks under DR, similarly to Figure 3A, and suggesting
that the mutation extends life span through mechanisms inde-
pendent of those for DR.
A Mimetic of DR by Protein Restriction?
The horizontal red lines in Figures 2A and 2E represent the life
spans of wild-type and mutant animals in which the protein
source only is varied. When these are compared on a single x
axis representing protein consumption, the life span response
curve of the mutant is right-shifted to higher protein intake
(Figure 3E), similarly to Figure 3B and suggesting that the muta-
tion partially imposes DR on the mutant and so acts as a DR
mimetic. This conclusion is supported by other data (Figure 1A),
showing that life span declines at very low protein to carbohy-158 Cell Metabolism 14, August 3, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.drate ratios; hence, wild-type life span in Figure 3E is approach-
ing a maximum at its far left end.
A Master Regulator of DR by Protein Restriction?
Finally, a subtle modification to the nutritional context in which
single nutrient DR is implemented can result in altogether
different life span responses. The ochre lines transecting the
GF plots (Figures 2A and 2E) represent animals subject to DR
by protein dilution, but with an approximately 25% lower carbo-
hydrate concentration than those represented by the red lines.
Plotting the life span values for the two genotypes on a common
x axis (Figure 3F) reveals that the mutant completely blocks life
span variation in response to DR and achieves the same
longevity as the wild-type at its peak, suggesting that the muta-
tion constitutively activates the same life span extension mech-
anism as that for DR. It would thus be categorized as a ‘‘master
regulator’’ of DR (see similarity to Figure 3C).
These three scenarios demonstrate how, when DR/mutant
interactions are interpretedwithout reference to the precise nutri-
tional manipulation applied, opposing interpretations can be
reached concerning the effect of the mutant on the response of
life span to DR (both independent and master regulator). Even
though the three above interventions are classified as DR
because they restrict nutrient intake and extend life span, each
presents a different range of nutrient mixtures to the animals,
and their effects on life span are different. Applying the GF, it
becomes clear that the single dimensions of diet (DR) or energy
(CR) donot provide anadequate description of diet for thepheno-
type under study. In our hypothetical example, the patterns in life
span differences between the mutant and wild-type animals are
explicable primarily in terms of changes in the costs of different
macronutrient ratios, such that changes in dietary balance repre-
sent an environmental risk factor to alter life span,without altering
the intrinsic rate of aging. We are thus faced with a situation
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longevity, we must properly represent nutritional complexity.
Taming the Multidimensionality of Nutrition
The scenarios wemodeled above considered just two nutritional
dimensions, protein and carbohydrate. The gain in explanatory
power in moving from one dimension (energy or food) to two
(protein and carbohydrate) is substantial. The smoothness of
the response surfaces indicates that these two nutritional dimen-
sions, or close correlates of them, are major nutritional determi-
nants of longevity in flies and crickets (Figure 1). Surfaces such
as those in Figure 2A, which is based on real data, provide an
adequate description of the phenotype, against which the
effects of putative molecular mechanisms can then bemeasured
and the life-extending properties of other nutrients and dietary
supplements can be understood (Simpson and Raubenheimer,
2009).
This is not to say that other nutrients or food components are
not important. For example, protein is a compound axis
comprised of twenty amino acid dimensions. Having highlighted
a key role for protein in relation to carbohydrate, it then becomes
possible tobegin todissect the single and interactive roles of indi-
vidual amino acidswithin protein (e.g., Grandison et al., 2009a). In
a similar way, the effects of modifying other nutrients can also be
tested, having established optima for dietary carbohydrate and
protein. It may, for instance, be sensible in other contexts to
include a third nutrient dimension for the other major energy-
yielding nutrient, fat (Simpson and Raubenheimer, 2007). For
Drosophila, the two main macronutrients in the natural diet are
carbohydrates and proteins, with lipids only present in small
amounts; but for other species, such as rodents, lipids and their
component fatty acids are a significant part of the diet and
warrant inclusion in experimental designs. It is possible that the
fat content of the diet could alter the effect of carbohydrate and
protein or their ratio on life span, and testing this would require
exploration of a three-dimensional nutritional environment.
Having established the interactive effects of the major macro-
nutrients on longevity, these can be collapsed at particular ratios
into a single dimension before studying the effects of other nutri-
ents. These are illustrated within the GF as nutritional rails (see
Figures 1A and 1E and Lee et al., 2008). In this way, the GF
can help tame the rampant multidimensionality of nutrition and
provide a methodical basis for undertaking further nutrient
interaction studies that will together develop a detailed under-
standing of the common pathways underlying longevity and
aging. The alternative approach of picking a nutrient or dietary
supplement a priori and studying its effects independently of
its interactions with other nutrients risks misinterpretation and
forgoes the opportunity to study important effects of nutrient
balance on longevity and health.
Perspective
TheGF offers a conceptual, nutritionally explicit framework (Rau-
benheimer et al., 2009) within which to study the molecular and
physiological responses of an organism to its diet, providing a
platform for future integrative modeling to capture the full com-
plexity of an organism’s molecular and physiological responses
to its environment. The key point is that the network of interac-
tions from genes to metabolic and life-history outcomes needsto be considered in relation to an adequate description of the
nutritional phenotype and that this is not provided when too
few dietary treatments are included in an experiment. Here, we
have illustrated the pitfalls of not employing an adequate
description of the nutritional phenotype, with a hypothetical
study aiming to explore the role of a mutation in longevity. The
GF does not resolve the mechanistic complexities underlying
gene-by-environment interactions in aging, but it does offer
a tool for handling and exploring these mechanisms.
With respect to life span, the GF has provided a perspective
that can explain some of the controversies in the DR literature.
For example, it captures how a mutation or genetic background
that alters the responses of life span to dietary balance might
extend life span beyond wild-type levels in one laboratory, but
have no effect or even shorten life span in another, if slightly
different foods are used at the two sites. The GF also explains
how small differences in the way DR is implemented in different
laboratories can yield dramatically different, and even opposing,
interpretations about how the mutation interacts with the mech-
anisms of DR. Moreover, the GF offers a perspective within
which to test the antiaging effects of diet, mutations, or drugs.
If, as in our example, a mutant is shown not to extend life beyond
the maximum level achievable by the wild-type, it is reasonable
to conclude that the gene or mutation functions not to slow
a central mechanism of aging, but instead modifies an organ-
ism’s ability to cope with nutrient imbalance. A true antiaging
intervention would be expected to extend the life of an organism
beyond its healthy maximum, found only when that individual is
maintained under nutritional conditions ideal for longevity.
Finally, for some species it has been argued that DR does not
exist, as no degree of food dilution is associated with longer life
(e.g., tephritid flies [Carey et al., 2002], house flies [Cooper
et al., 2004], and some species of rotifers [Kirk, 2001]). In these
cases, awider exploration of nutrient spacemaywell find nutrient
dilutions that alter dietarybalance and increase life span (e.g., see
Fanson et al., 2009 for reconciliation of results for tephritid flies).
Aside from the discussion about the effects of diet on aging,
examining the mechanisms by which dietary balance affects
adult health and life span has the potential to improve health in
the elderly. Toward this goal, accurate and detailed descriptions
of nutritional treatments and their effects on life span and health
are required.
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